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Maybe, for example, a drug company will give a better discount if the pharmacy benefit company not only buys its
erectile dysfunction drug, but also a bunch of cardiovascular treatments and its cancer drugs. Showdown over Concealed
Carry Reciprocity Act. The Top Pharma List's top 50 pharmaceutical products by global sales ranking is compiled from
GlobalData's pharmaceutical revenue figures. Featured in Health Pet care costs can top human medical bills Pet health
care bills can climb into the tens of thousands of dollars as new technologies and treatments drive up costs 7 bad habits
that could be wrecking your diet If you're having a hard time shedding pounds, try adjusting these common eating
habits. She previously wrote about science at the Boston Globe. Author Roger Bate discusses the dangers of buying
counterfeit Viagra and how to make sure medications purchased online are the real deal. French artist JR's larger than
life images. Unanimously, the students agreed that the summer university enhanced their motivation to pursue a career
in Nuclear Fusion and Giulio Rubino recommends all students to take part in this exciting experience. The Thomson
Reuters Trust Principles. Children mining key material for your gadget batteries. To find out more about how our
research and consulting solutions can help you, please visit healthcare. Pfizer is now selling Viagra online - the first time
a prescription drug has been sold directly to consumers by the manufacturer.Pfizer's Viagra revenue worldwide
Worldwide revenue of Pfizer's Viagra from to (in million U.S. dollars) In , Pfizer's Viagra generated some billion U.S.
dollars of revenue. Apr 16, - Albany, NY, April 16, (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- In a new report titled ' Transparency
Market Research has announced the addition of the "Erectile Dysfunction Drugs Market (Viagra, Cialis, Levitra/Staxyn,
Stendra/Spedra, Zydena, MUSE, Mvix and Helleva) - Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share. Nov 23, - 23, (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- The global erectile dysfunction drugs market is expected to reach USD billion by according to a new
report by Grand View Research Cialis (tadalafil) from Eli Lilly & Co. and Levitra (vardenafil) from Bayer AG are
known to be the competitors for Viagra globally. Feb 21, - Mylan and Pfizer entered a similar agreement in With two
generics giants fighting for a piece of Viagra's annual haul, Pfizer might face a tough time hanging onto its sales from
the get-go. Often, just one generics maker wins the first-to-file prize that gives it six months of copycat exclusivity,
which gives. Viagra - sales performance, data and rankings - Top Pharma List - PMLiVE. Mar 27, - Viagra currently
holds 45% of the sexual dysfunction market share, with competitor Cialis in close second, according to industry
researcher IMS Health. There were 8 million Viagra prescriptions written in with total sales of about $2 billion. But how
did a drug that was originally tested for the treatment. Jun 9, - Sales of the little blue pill that promised men they could
be sexually active well into their 70s and 80s are going soft after flying off the shelves for more than a decade. The
market for Viagra-type drugs has stalled in the United States. Last year the total number of prescriptions for so-called
ED drugs declined. Aug 10, - The news that in , CVS Health will drop coverage of Viagra, the little blue pill that
spawned a multibillion dollar industry of erectile dysfunction drugs, would seem to offer a window into one of the
curious paradoxes of drug pricing. After all, CVS is replacing Viagra with Cialis -- another brand name drug. May 4, May 04, Pharmaceutical giant Pfizer says sales of Viagra rose 47% in China last year, making the Chinese market a rare
bright spot for the brand. Globally, Pfizer has been forced to compete with cheaper generic versions of the drug since its
patent on Viagra expired in Sales of competitor Eli. The following data shows Viagra U.S. retail sales in Q4 compared
to previous quarters. Viagra Sales Units Q1/ Q2/ Q3/ Q4/ Q1/ Q2/ Q3/ Q4/ Q1/ Q2/ Q3/ Q4/ k k k k k k July 20, ,
Impotence Linked to Risk of Type 2 Diabetes.
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